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HONDA OUTBOARD
BF8DK2 LRU LONG

SHAFT 8HP REMOTE
CONTROL 

        

   

Product price:  

2.520,83 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA OUTBOARD BF8DK2 LRU LONG SHAFT 8HP REMOTE CONTROL 

Honda BF8DK2 LRU are light, compact outboard motors equipped with a retractable handle
thanks to which they are easily transportable. They are perfect for dinghies, dinghies and skiffs
and can even be used as push motors for large fishing vessels and sailing boats.

Whether you make professional or leisure use, these Lightweight eight and ten horsepower
outboards won't let you down. On board your inflatable or small boat, start the fun by starting your
Honda engine.

Honda BF8DK2 is an outboard that has earned an excellent reputation for reliability, efficiency,
low emissions and very low consumption. These 4-stroke engines are easy to use thanks also to
the programmed ignition (PGM-IG) which always guarantees a prompt response when starting,
even when cold.

The Honda outboards have the lever of the inverter that allows you to change gears with the tip of
your fingers. Everything is much easier to use and better positioned than other outboards even
for left-handed people. In addition, the soft-grip, twist-lock throttle grip minimizes operating effort,
increasing handling. You can accelerate and slow down according to navigation needs (B) or
keep the command locked (A) as cruise speed control.

The Honda BF8DK2 LRU models are equipped with integrated retractable handles, positioned
exactly at the balance point to make them really easy to transport and also give them a stylish
look during transport.

Honda BF8DK2 LRU outboards are used by rangers to take their small boats out on the lake to
carry out their early morning bird counts; for this, they must not only be clean, but also silent.
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They are so silent that they do not disturb the life of a still uncontaminated environment.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS HONDA BF8DK2 LRU:

Net power (kW): 6
Net power (Hp): 8
Displacement: 222 cm³
Shaft length: Long
Starter: Electric / Recoil
Ignition System: PGM-IG Electronic
Engine Trim and Lift: Manual 5 Positions
Bore x Stroke: 58 x 42 mm
Engine Brand: Honda
Engine Type: OHV, 4 times
Number of cylinders: 2
Full throttle speed (rpm): 4500-5500
Cooling system: Water
Battery recharge capacity: 12 A
Propeller rotation: Standard
Transom height (mm): 563
Length (mm): 610 (Tiller)
Width (mm): 345
Height (mm ): 1235
Dry weight (Kg): 48,5

Are you looking for an outboard with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the
whole range Honda or high-end brands specializing in the sector.

The images are purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: OHV, 4 stroke
Ignition: Electronic PGM-IG
Starting system: Electric and recoil
Engine capacity (cm³): 222
Number cylinders: 2
Cooling: Water (with thermostat)
Bore x stroke (mm): 58 x 42
Reduction ratio: 2.33
Rpm at full throttle (rpm): 4500 - 5500
Appearance and engine lifting: Manual / Manual 5 position
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Transom height (mm): 563
Net power (kW): 6
Length (mm): 610
Width (mm): 345
Height (mm): 1235
Dry weight (Kg): 48.5
Shaft Length: L
Controls: Remote
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